Do the Math
crossword puzzle by Damon Gulczynski

Across
1. Thunder sound
5. Radio personality Don
9. Handled without care
14. Windy City rail inits.
17. Soaring
18. Engrossed
19. Valentine’s Day imperative
20. Mammals from Madagascar and "Madagascar"
24. Mishmash
25. Not fooled by
26. Math writer Klarreich and novelist Jong
27. Loosen up, as a pair of pants
28. Social engagements that go on and on without break?
32. O.J. trial judge Lance
33. Walk-____ (non-scholarship athletes)
34. Floor, in the ring
35. Daniel ___ Kim of "Lost"
36. Summer pest, folksily
38. Drawn out divorce?
44. Small
45. Plot measure
46. Woods sores
47. "Gloria in Excelsis ____"
48. One who’s only giving you ten percent, say
52. Sitarist Shankar
54. Pitcher Mel
55. Sealy competitor
57. Horned herbivores
59. Oft-quoted Yogi
62. Not deep purple?
64. It’s removed during a standard visit to the dentist?
68. Many a URL ender
69. Infuriate
71. ___ Valley, CA
72. Part of a Lone Ranger dress up kit
73. Chowder ingredient
74. Young swimmers might not be allowed in it
76. Bygone big birds of New Zealand
78. "___ Pinafore"
79. Prefix with dynamic
80. Turn sequence in a game in which "you’re the doctor?"
86. Cracked
89. Bronchos of the N.C.A.A.
90. ___ near (in the vicinity)
91. Fool around on
95. Like many of Tarantino’s films
96. Kid lit “pest”
100. Completely
102. Frequent object of Garfield’s envy
103. "Modern Family" network
104. Intricate musical piece?
107. Common extreme sports accessory, nowadays
108. Golden ___
110. Noted TV playhouse owner of yesteryear
111. Effect of an insult
113. Insult
114. Frenziedly
116. He played Sam Seaborn in "The West Wing"
119. Sally Field’s "Norma ___"
120. Fully cooked
121. Seymour’s lover on "The Simpsons"
123. "___ Poetica"
125. What supermodels certainly don’t have?
128. "X-Men" villain played by Ian McKellen
130. Pact between employees and mgmt.
133. One-time golf wunderkind Michelle
134. Decoder
135. Dander
136. Grid for locating people who need to check their flies?
144. Slightly flavored
146. Seed
147. Catalanian surrealist
148. "South Park" character with rarely seen curly red hair
149. Zen awakening
150. Fit in
151. Court cry
152. Rubs the wrong way
153. Public Image, ___ (influential post-punk group)
154. Moisten, as a Thanksgiving turkey
155. "___ Only Just Began"
156. Govt. agency with plenty of space?

Down
1. Ingred. in mole sauce
2. "___ & Stitch" (2002 animated film)
3. Not fer
4. Paparazzi
5. Wheelchair-using TV detective portrayed by Raymond Burr
6. NBAer Ginobili
7. At
8. Ale with darkly roasted malts
9. Lima’s home
10. "I’ve got half ___..."
11. Good witch
12. On the mother’s side
13. Ricky porter in a classic sitcom
14. Total dud
15. Uptight
16. JMM conference co-host
19. Trick
21. Social clique in the Army?
22. Many a professional critic
23. Seed
29. Not rep. or dem.
30. Hits the slopes
31. Sweet ending?
37. Overhang
38. Hung (over)
39. Fuel classification
40. Mother___
41. Buff or buffer, say
42. Trace amounts
43. Bust figure
44. Bent into shape, as metal
49. Online exchange
50. Prefix meaning 1000
51. Ending for consist or depend
53. Core part
55. "Turn the Page" singer
56. Humanoid robot introduced by Honda in 2000
58. Stay at a cheap hotel, say
60. Lion sound
61. BBs and such
63. Like a sauna
65. "___ the opinion..."
66. International greeting or farewell
67. Virgin, as a field
70. Long car race
73. World leader who once had a tryout with an MLB team according to an urban legend
75. Pack up the tent and go home
77. Resort
81. Leisurely dress
82. Famous last words?
83. Share quarters (with)
84. Some equine racers
85. Like vegan baked goods
86. Biology goo
87. Hurler Chamberlain
88. Digression about a homerun’s path?
92. Ad-libbed theater
93. Bea Arthur or Ed McMahon, once
94. Gets one’s lovin’ on the run?
97. War ration
98. Novice, slangily
99. 540, in the Winter Olympics
101. Fish tank fish
104. Sound that’s for the birds?
105. Light type
106. Mideast dough
109. Somalian-American supermodel
112. Tuxedo fitting spec
115. Hopping songster
117. Knocking the socks off of
118. Oscar-winning role for Julia
120. Exfoliant’s target
121. Gives off
122. "Beavis and Butt-head" spit-off
124. "Frasier" role
126. Tony’s daughter on "The Sopranos"
127. 180, on the road
129. Put forth
130. Jazz Chick
131. Seethes
132. Jargon
137. Baseball’s career batting king
138. What many do on a date
139. Digg’s of "Brown Sugar"
140. Hgt.
141. Banks on screens
142. Some game
143. Geographic feature with an area of zero slope on top
145. Fútbol announcer’s cry